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SCREEN CAPTURE/BOVADA

If Tom Brady was hoping to get into politics,
2020 might be the time

By Jaclyn Reiss

GLOBE STAFF  NOVEMBER 18,  2016

If Tom Brady was hoping to get into politics, 2020 might be the time to jump into the fray.

Online gambling site Bovada has posted a wager that allows users to bet on who will win the 2020

presidential election.

President-elect Donald Trump tops the list, with House
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Speaker Paul Ryan, Vice President-elect Mike Pence, and

Michelle Obama following behind him.

Elizabeth Warren, the progressive US senator from

Massachusetts, is also listed to have a better chance than

2016 Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton or Senator

Bernie Sanders.

Get Political Happy Hour in your inbox:
Your afternoon shot of politics, sent straight from the desk of
Joshua Miller.

Patriots quarterback Tom Brady also made the list, albeit with a 1 percent chance, according to

Bovada’s odds. Brady is also listed to have the same chance as Leonardo DiCaprio, Senator Chris

Murphy of Connecticut, George Clooney, and, of course, Kanye West. (Basically, if you bet $1 on any

of those names and that person won the presidency, you would win $100.)

Announcers during the Thursday Night Football game between the Saints and the Panthers also

talked about Tom Brady being on the list. One even commented, “What the heck, that wouldn’t be

bad.”
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To be fair, Brady has managed to muster some write-in votes recently.

Kim Kardashian also has the same odds of holding the Oval

Office as former Libertarian Party presidential candidate

Gary Johnson — 500 to 1, according to the site.

This isn’t the first time people have placed bets on politics

— they also wagered on the presidential debate between

Trump and Clinton earlier this fall.

(Disclaimer: It’s not clear whether it’s legal to make these

kind of bets in Massachusetts. Among other things, there is

a state law against betting on the outcome of a political

election.)

Matt Rocheleau of the Globe staff contributed to this report.
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Legal Sea Foods chowder dropped from inauguration menu
Inaugural festivities have traditionally included the company’s clam chowder, but so far it appears it
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MORE...has been frozen out. 

Woman lived with sister’s body in kitchen for more than year

MORE...

A cousin of the sisters discovered the body last month in the kitchen of the $1.2 million Brookline

home. 

Rural Americans are more likely to die from the top 5 causes of death

MORE...

Heart disease, cancer, unintentional injury, chronic lower respiratory disease, and stroke accounted

for 62 percent of the total 1.6 million deaths in the United States in 2014.

New England may face rapid climate shift

MORE...

New England is likely to experience a significantly greater rate of warming over the coming decades

than the rest of the planet, according to a new study.

Obama awards Biden Presidential Medal of Freedom

MORE...

In a surprise move, President Barack Obama awarded Vice President Joe Biden with the highest

civilian honor Thursday.

Yes, the NFL really does have a ratings problem

MORE...

NFL ratings are trending downward. The election exacerbated that, and there’s little that suggests

anything will change in 2017.

A liberal arts college without English majors?

MORE...

As middle-class families struggle, so do small schools that have traditionally drawn from a regional,

middle-class pool of students.

CNN at war with Trump over what its reporting unleashed
A week before the inauguration, CNN is at war with an incoming president, not necessarily for what
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MORE...it reported but for what its reporting unleashed.

The Ship may go down on Route 1

MORE...

Like the Hilltop, Weylu’s, and Route 1 Miniature Golf, the highway landmark may be demolished to

make way for development.

Here’s why Sasha Obama was absent during her dad’s presidential farewell

MORE...

It was a question asked by many during President Obama’s farewell speech on Tuesday night: Where

was Sasha?

Trump’s unchained ego takes center stage

MORE...

This was no press conference. It was a rambling, bizarre entertainment show starring the president-

elect.

EPA accuses Fiat Chrysler of secretly exceeding emissions standards

MORE...

The Environmental Protection Agency on Thursday accused Fiat Chrysler of using secret software

that allowed illegal excess emissions from at least 104,000 diesel vehicles.

L.L. Bean pleads: Don’t boycott us over Trump donation

MORE...

The granddaughter of the company’s founder donated to a pro-Trump group, which spurred a

boycott. And that was just the beginning.

At home and abroad, Obama’s trail of disasters

MORE...

As the 44th president departs, he leaves behind a world more dangerous, a country more divided,

and a national mood more toxic.

Even in Houston, there is little hope for Texans
Almost no one in the Texans’ hometown is giving them a chance to win this mismatch with the
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